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Lecture 19 

Labour demand curve 𝑁 = #$% &
'

(
) 𝐾   Capital demand curve 𝐾 = % &

+

(
(,) 𝑁 

 

Increases in productivity shifts out both capital and labour demand curves, putting upward pressure on wages 

w and returns r. 

 

Capital and labour are complements in production (increasing one increases the demand for the other) 

 

Factor income shares are constant. 

Capital income share 𝛼 = +.
/

 

Labour income share 1 − 𝛼 = '2
/

 

 

Real wages grow at the rate of productivity growth GA. 

Real return to capital is constant r. 

 

In short run, an increase in A will increase real return r but supply of capital is unchanged as it is completely 

inelastic. 

 

However, increase in productivity increases output and hence, savings and the supply of capital from K0* to 

K1*. The increase of supply of capital makes returns fall back to r. In long run, supply of capital is perfectly 

elastic so quantity of capital does all the adjustment. 

 

An increase in A shifts out demand for labour, pushing up real wage w. Since labour and capital are 

complements in production, the increase in capital further increases demand for labour and so, the increase in 

real wage is amplified. 

 

Accumulation of income inequality over time leads to wealth inequality. 

 

What accounts to trends in income (wage) inequality: 

-   Skill-biased technologies: new technologies substitute for low-skill labour but complement high-skill 

labour 

-   International trade: new technologies make it possible to off-shore production to low wage countries 

-   Market structure: individuals may be able to use increasing returns to scale to capture large rents 
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Lecture 20 

Openness in goods markets – no restrictions to trade 

Openness in financial markets – no capital controls (restriction on ownership of foreign and domestic assets) 

Openness in factor market – ability for firms to choose where to locate operations and workers where to work 

 

Nominal exchange rate is the relative price of domestic currency in terms of foreign currency. 

Real exchange rate is the relative price of domestic currency in terms of foreign goods. 

 

Real ER 𝜀4 =
5

5∗/8
= 85

5∗
 (Nominal ER *domestic price / foreign good price) 

 

Real appreciation is an increase in relative prices of domestic goods in terms of foreign goods. 

Real depreciation is a decrease in relative prices of domestic goods in terms of foreign goods. 

 

Demand for Domestic Goods Z = Y = C(Y, T) + I(Y, i) + G + X(Y*, 𝜀4) – IM/𝜀4(Y, 𝜀4) 

Exports (X) increasing with foreign income Y* but decreasing with real exchange rate 

Imports (IM) increasing with domestic income Y and real exchange rate 

 

Substitution Effect: When real ER increases, NX decreases due to increase in IM and fall in X 

Valuation Effect: When real ER increases, value of IM decreases 

Marshall-Lerner condition: NX and output decreases with real exchange rate (substitution effect > valuation 

effect) 

 

Trade balance is decreasing in domestic output. 

Effect of government spending is smaller in the open economy than in closed economy due to leakage (some 

extra income is spent on imports than just domestic products). 

 

Effect of Increased Government Spending 

ð   Higher output => Higher imports => trade deficit 

 

Effect of Increased Foreign Demand 

ð   Higher exports and output => Trade surplus as the increase in imports don’t offset increase in exports 

 

Rather than coordinating/implementing expansionary policies themselves (this would lead to trade deficit), a 

country would rather wait for another country to implement an expansionary policy as this would lead to trade 

surplus instead. 
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Private Savings S = Y – T – C 

S = C + I + G + NX – T – C 

S = I + G + NX – T 

NX = (S-I) + (T-G) 

 

 

 

  

Trade surplus must correspond with excess total saving over investment. 
 
If saving is constant, increase in I is due to trade deficit. 
 
An increase in budget deficit, all things constant, leads to trade deficit. 
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Lecture 21 

Domestic monetary policy contraction – i increases based on monetary policy rule => demand for domestic 

bond increases 

Foreign monetary policy contraction – i* increases => demand for foreign bond increases 

Increase of expected future value of domestic currency => demand for domestic bond increases 

 

The more domestic currency appreciates now, the more it is expected to depreciate over time in the future. 

Interest Parity Condition 𝑖 = 1 + 𝑖∗ ;<++=>4	  8@ABC>D=	  EC4=
8@F=A4=G	  H<4<+=	  =@ABC>D=	  +C4=

− 1 

 

Increase in i => I falls & exchange rate increases (so NX falls) => Y falls 

 

In open economy, domestic interest rate affects economy: 1. Directly through investments and money demand 

2. Indirectly through exchange rate effect on net exports 

 

Changes in i* or expected exchange rate affect economy through new exports 

 

Flexible Exchange Rate 

Monetary contraction => shifts LM curve to the left => decrease in output, increase in i, and appreciation 

ð   Ambiguous effect on NX (depends on magnitude):  

o   Y falls => IM falls => NX increases 

o   Exchange rate increases => X falls => NX decreases 

 

Fiscal expansion => shifts IS curve to the right => increase in output & i & appreaciation 

ð   Under fixed ER, RBA keeps interest rate constant by shifting LM curve to the right 

ð   Under flexible ER, Y increase => IM increase => NX worsens. ER increases => X increases => NX 

worsens. Overall effect: NX decreases (trade balance worsens) 

 

Small, open economy’s interest rates determined by foreign i* (no independent monetary policy) 

 

Mundell-Flemming Trilemma: 

(i)   Perfect international capital mobility 

(ii)   Independent domestic monetary policy 

(iii)   Fixed Exchange rate 

 

Effect of fiscal policy under fixed exchange rate is amplified. 


